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Lazarus et al (2020, 2022)
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Hurricane Florence 2018:
29k images, 7.7Mb each (!!!)

>140k images over 12 storms
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We need labeled data 

- Experts? Expensive

- Active learning

System described in Goldstein et al.,
AI for Earth NeurIPS workshop, 2020



Coastal Image Labeler: 

Public-facing, deployed via Azure VM 
from 2020-2023

31 people 

10.2k labels for 4250 images 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4272063

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4272063


Inter-rater agreement

Creating labeled data is challenging - & the ‘labeled’ data is not 
even clean, unbiased, or error free. 

Some objects/definitions are not as clear as we think. Detailed 
instructions

Simple   
instructions



Ex. 2: Developing a generic geoscience 
segmentation tool

Encoder Decoder

Dan Buscombe:    end-to-end solution for labeling & modeling 



Doodleverse

Buscombe and Goldstein 
(2022) “A Reproducible 
and Reusable Pipeline for 
Segmentation of 
Geoscientific Imagery.” 
Earth and Space Science

Buscombe et al. (2021) “Human-in-the-Loop 
Segmentation of Earth Surface Imagery.” 
Earth and Space Science 

Buscombe et al. 2023
“A 1.2 Billion Pixel 
Human-Labeled Dataset 
for Data-Driven 
Classification of Coastal 
Environments. “
Scientific Data

Library of trained 
models.. 
In progress!

https://github.com/Doodleverse



There will always be a better model…

January 2023

Sept 2022

Quickly incorporated because of open datasets. 

We need more (cleaned, labeled) data and to really value people who share (FAIR-ly)



Ex. 3: EdgeML for 
instant grain size

- Small (cm) & fast (sec.) scales.
- Spatio-temporal data sparsity
- Measuring is onerous
- Models can use distributions, but most people use D50

grain size variability is 
**wild**



Decades of work on instant grain size measurements

- Cameras and methods exist, but 
requires calibration and hand-off 

(i.e., off-device processing)



Instagrain

- Image regression on RPi using TF lite
- Multi-output: D2 to D98 
- 2 sec. / obs. (mostly I/O)
- 15% MAPE on D50

   **Only worked as co-designed system

https://github.com/UNCG-DAISY/Instagrain



Wrap Up

- ‘Labeled’ data is not as clean, unbiased, or error-free as we 
hope. Objects/definitions are not as clear as we think.

- There will always be a new, potentially better model. (Open 
data helps you quickly test new models.)

- On the edge, solutions likely require hardware + software + 
ML co-design.

Thank you for the invitation to speak and thanks for 
listening!


